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CASS•E is a life detection experiment that aims to be capable of collecting microorganisms in Earth’s Stratosphere.
The experiment will be launched on a stratospheric balloon in collaboration with Eurolaunch through the BEXUS
(Balloon-borne EXperiments for University Students) program from Esrange Sweden in October 2010. It essentially
consists of a pump which draws air from the Stratosphere through a collection filter mechanism. Due to the low
number density of microbes in the Stratosphere compared to the known levels of contamination at ground level, the
experiment incorporated Planetary Protection and Contamination Control (PP&CC) protocols in its design and construction in order to confirm that any microbes detected are truly Stratospheric in origin. Space qualified cleaning
and sterilisation techniques were employed throughout Assembly Integration and Testing (AIT) as well as biobarriers which were designed to open only in the stratosphere and so prevent recontamination of the instrument after
sterilisation. The material presented here covers the design and AIT of CASS•E.
I. Introduction
The Earth’s Stratosphere is an extreme environment
with near vacuum pressure, high levels of ultraviolet
radiation and temperatures as low as –90°C1. The study
of life in extreme environments on Earth is furthering
understanding for the possibility of life elsewhere in
the Universe 2.
Historically, balloon experiments to detect life in
the Stratosphere have not fully addressed the issue of
ground contamination that may occur both before and
after landing of Stratospheric balloon platforms used,
in accordance with PP&CC protocols developed for
space missions3,4,5.6. The concern is that ground levels
of microbes will dominate over levels expected in the
Stratosphere making detection and origin determination
difficult.
PP&CC protocols have therefore been implemented. These involve the use of cleaning and sterilisation techniques to reduce bio-burden to acceptable levels. These were then followed by the verification of
sterility levels using standard microbiological assays as
well as the implementation of methods to prevent recontamination of the cleaned and sterilised instrument
during AIT 7.
Besides the implementation of these protocols
which ensure no contamination occurs to the critical
areas that collect microbes, the experiment was designed to function at the low temperatures and pressures expected during the flight and sustain the forces
expected during landing.
The mission is guided by category IVb COSPAR
(Committee on Space Research)8 requirements.

*

The overall aims of CASS•E can be summarised as
follows:
1. To design, build and fly an experiment for use on
a Stratospheric balloon platform that is capable of collecting microorganisms in the Earth’s Stratosphere.
2. To ensure, through the implementation and assessment of appropriate PP&CC protocols, that microorganisms collected are truly Stratospheric rather than
contamination introduced during AIT, ground handling,
launch, flight and recovery.
II. Experiment Overview
The experiment, mounted to the gondola of a
Stratospheric balloon, takes approximately 1 hour to
reach an altitude of between 25 to 30 km1. It floats at
this altitude for approximately 4 hours, after which the
tether holding the gondola to the balloon is severed.
The gondola then falls back to ground using a parachute.
In order to collect Stratospheric microorganisms
CASS•E will draw a volume of Stratospheric atmosphere through a collection filter. The flow will be
achieved using a vacuum pump once the BEXUS balloon reaches the Stratosphere.
Due to the flow rates achievable with pumps compatible with the size and mass requirements of the
BEXUS platform, and the expected number densities of
microbes in the Stratosphere3,4 it is difficult for any
Stratospheric microorganisms to be collected. The intention is for scientifically rigorous collection of
Stratospheric organisms to occur in a future larger ver-
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sion of the experiment, which will benefit from the
protocols and design proven by the CASS•E experiment on BEXUS.
The approach to implement PP&CC strategies has
been to use protocols already established within the
planetary exploration community. This includes bioburden reduction by Dry Heat Microbial Reduction
(DHMR) and maintenance of cleanliness using biobarriers. The bio-barrier design has been based upon
one of the approaches investigated for the robotic arm
on the NASA Phoenix Lander9; where the bio-barrier
was covered using Tyvek, released by a burn wire and
retracted via tension springs.
The total weight of the experiment is 25 kg and it
occupies a volume of 675 x 347 x 337mm (792mm in
length with inlet bio barrier).
III. Experiment Configuration
The experiment employs a volumetric filtration
technique to sample Stratospheric air. Air is drawn
through a 0.2µm mixed cellulose membrane filter via a
vacuum diaphragm pump. The experiment is divided
into two zones viz., the sterile or ultraclean zone and
the non-sterile zone. The Ultra Clean Zone (UCZ)
consists of components that will be in direct contact
with the sampled Stratospheric air. The bio-barriers,
filters, tubing, valves and accessories are within this
zone. The components in the sterile zone have to comply with rigorous cleaning and sterilisation procedures10,11.
The process layout of the experiment is shown in
Figure 1. The experiment consists of two BOXER®
7502 diaphragm pumps for redundancy. Diaphragm
vacuum pumps are positive displacement pumps and
have the advantage of introducing virtually no contamination into the fluid line. The inlet lines of the
pumps are cross-linked to achieve a higher redundancy.
The risk of failure of solenoid valve or filter is minimised in the design by incorporating two collection

lines. Each projecting inlet line is protected from external contamination by a separate bio-barrier. The projecting inlet lines are connected to a collection filter. A
second barrier to external contamination is provided by
a normally closed 100P2NC12-06S Bio-Chem Fluidics™ solenoid pinch valve mounted on each inlet line
before the collection filter. The collection filters are
connected to barrier filters which prevent back contamination from the pump. Each pump inlet line is
connected to the barrier filter via a quick release coupling. The valves, filters and tubing are housed in a
sealed aluminium box.
The pressure difference in the piping with respect to
the ambient pressure is neutralised during the ascent
phase using a check valve and during the descent phase
using a solenoid pinch valve. The pressure difference
occurring during the ascent and descent phase in the
UCZ is neutralized by using a gas permeable Tyvek®1073B™ cover as shown in Figure 2.
A polypropylene sheet, heat-sealed on to the Tyvek®
cover, acts as a transparent window. Silicone tubing
was selected as it remains flexible at the expected low
temperatures. Silicone o-rings seal different regions of
the UCZ and bio-barriers.
The entire experiment is covered with Arma-chek S+
insulation panels on the outside to maintain a higher
temperature relative to the ambient temperature in the
Stratosphere.
The experiment is mounted into the gondola of the
BEXUS balloon platform. All sides of the gondola are
covered with canvas1. A small cut-out of 320mm x
200mm on the canvas cover is made in front of the
experiment for the projecting inlet lines. The experiment rests on four compact wire rope springs which
provide low shock absorption and good vibration
damping from the vibrations experienced during the
transport phase after landing.

Fig 1: Layout of the CASS•E experiment (NC : Normally Closed)
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Fig 2: CASS•E Ultra Clean Zone (UCZ) with pumps and bio-barriers attached.

Fig 3: CASS•E assembly (left) & CASS•E in ‘S-Egon’1 gondola with communications ‘E-Link’1 system (right).
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A flow sensor was constructed consisting of a Light
Emitting Diode, emitting light continuously through
the in-line impeller shown in Figure 4, connected to the
outlet tubing. The impeller spins due to the air flow
from the discharge ports of the diaphragm pumps, and
in so doing it blocks light intermittently to a photodiode. This photodiode passes a fluctuating voltage signal to the electronics board indicating impeller rotation
and therefore flow.

Fig 4: In-line flow indicator.
IV. Bio-Barrier Design
The inlet bio-barriers are the only component of
CASS•E that are not Commercial Off The Shelf
(COTS). For this reason, they had to be designed and
tested thoroughly for proper functioning. Each of the
two inlet tubing projecting out of the UCZ are covered
by a bio-barrier. This provides redundancy, ensuring
that the experiment does not fail to meet its objectives
due to the failure of one bio-barrier. The inlet biobarriers are an extension of the UCZ. They have two
main functions:-

1. To prevent contamination of the projecting inlet
tubing.
2. To provide the UCZ with controlled access to
stratospheric air.
The bio-barrier front covers are made of Tyvek®,
which helps in neutralising the pressure difference in
the lines. An Igus® T500 type linear bearing is used
with a clearance fit onto a stainless steel protection
pipe. The T500 bearing has an operational temperature
range of -100°C to +135°C and so does not require any
thermal insulation or active heating. Due to some difficulties in sourcing medical grade silicone bellows, a
sterilised polyethylene sheet was manufactured to
cover the inlet mechanism. The bellows are sealed using stainless steel vacuum hose clamps and o-rings. A
burn wire (set of three 5 Ώ resistors in series) is sealed
inside two Tyvek® discs and mounted in front of the
inlet piping. Two extension springs provide a pretension which makes the Tyvek® disc rest on the end of
the protection pipes. All flanges are made SS304 stainless steel.
The outer flange is restricted from slipping off the
protection pipes by using a circlip and retraction
springs. Tyvek® used here is ruptured with the help of
the burn wire to allow access to the air at Stratospheric
altitude. A set of 8.7x46.8 mm tension springs are used
retract the bio-barrier after the Tyvek® has been ruptured. This part is protected with a temporary “remove
before flight” cover to prevent damage during handling
and transport.

Fig 5: Longitudinal cut through the bio-barrier.
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Fig 6: Assembled UCZ (excluding cover sheet)
V. PP&CC
The UCZ is not opened until after the BEXUS balloon has ascended to the Stratosphere. The flow-path of
the sampled air, including the tubing and the collection
filters is re-sealed prior to the descent phase of the balloon by closing the inlet valves. This protects the collected sample from contamination during landing and
transportation, from the landing site in Sweden to
Cranfield University UK.
The design of the bio-barrier aims to minimise the
risk of contamination after bio-barrier opening by pulling the opened bio-barrier back and away from the collection tubes. The tubing protrudes 120 mm from the
edge of the gondola. Ideally, longer tubes would be
preferred to reduce the risk of contamination from the
gondola itself. Previous balloon experiments have used
tubing that protrudes as much as 2 m from the edge of
the gondola12 but this is not possible on the BEXUS
balloon platform.
For the CASS•E experiment it was important that
the presence of both viable and dead microorganisms
inside the UCZ be minimised as the detection methods
used on the filters post-flight may not discriminate between the two. This minimisation was achieved by
cleaning and sterilisation. Cleaning is a physical or
chemical process that reduces bio-burden but does not
eliminate it whereas sterilisation is a process that destroys or eliminates all forms of life.
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The cleaning method of choice for CASS•E was
immersion in 70% Iso Propyl Alcohol (IPA) with sonication, which both reduces bio-burden through the
physical process of immersion and sonication and acts
as a sterilisation agent. Where components are incompatible with IPA immersion, wiping was used as an
alternative technique. In addition to this all components
within the UCZ were cleaned by IPA immersion/wiping
prior to the sealing of the UCZ and Dry Heat Microbial
Reduction (DHMR).
Design choices were made such that all components
within the UCZ were compatible with IPA immersion/
wiping. Similarly to cleaning, there are a number of
bioburden reduction techniques available, but DHMR
is the only technique that has been qualified by NASA.
DHMR involves heating of the items under controlled
humidity (< 1.2 g/m3 water) for a given length of time.
Since there is free exchange of gas between the UCZ
and the atmosphere (through the Tyvek® cover sheet),
the surfaces inside the UCZ can be considered as free
or mated and the time temperature regime required for
a 104 reduction of bioburden is 110°C for 32 hours. In
order to ensure the efficiency of the sterilisation procedure temperature and humidity profiles were recorded
during the sterilisation.
In order to ensure the minimum possible level of
contamination and to maintain cleanliness post sterilisation, it was essential that the AIT process be conducted in a clean room. A further level of protection
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was introduced through the use of a laminar flow cabinet within the cleanroom for handing UCZ components. All handling and integration of UCZ components
was carried out inside an ISO8 (Class 100 000) clean
room situated at Cranfield University. It was necessary
to verify that the cleaning and decontamination procedures put in place had been successful and there are a
number of methods by which this could be achieved.
The standard method used in the space exploration
community is swabbing and culturing, where surfaces
are swabbed and the cells collected on the swabs are
extracted and then cultured following a standard protocol13. The drawback of this method is the time involved
in culturing. The chosen method is an Adenosine TriPhosphate (ATP) assay. This method is rapid and relatively easy to carry out. The main drawback of using
ATP detection is that it is not ideal for the detection of
spores, since spores are dormant and therefore may not
have detectable levels of ATP present.
To better understand contamination pathways, 0.2
µm diameter fluorescent beads will be used as easily
detectible proxies of microorganisms. To differentiate
between paths of contamination, different coloured
beads will be sprayed onto the experiment prior to
launch to deliberately contaminate different regions.
The post-flight detection of fluorescent beads on the
filter will allow for an estimate of contamination levels
and an identification of their source14.
In order to build redundancy into the system, as
well as offer the potential of two semi-independent
measurements, a two channel system was included
comprising two pumps and filter units, with an additional third ‘control’ channel (consisting of a valve,
tubing and filter but not connected to the pump), which
will not be exposed to the Stratosphere and so act as a
‘flight control’.
A shipping control has also been included (the
flight spare) to assess whether contamination has been
introduced during shipping, and a storage control has
also been prepared at Cranfield University to check for
contamination during clean room handling.
VI. Testing
As the experiment will be exposed to very low temperatures and pressures, components rated for those
conditions should ideally be chosen. In many cases this
was not within the budget of the experiment. Each
component in the design was therefore tested at low
temperature and pressure to prove that it could function
as required or to determine the limits of its operational
envelope, beyond that which it is rated to deliver.
The facilities used at Cranfield University included
a -20°C freezer for preliminary testing and selection of
components, a -80°C freezer for extreme environment
proving and a mini vacuum chamber for testing of individual components.
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The inlet bio-barrier mechanism was completely
assembled and tested (Figure 6). A power of 12V and
0.8 A was supplied to the resistors to burn the Tyvek®
discs and thereby breach the UCZ. The springs successfully retracted the setup. The experiment was repeated
a number of times to gain confidence that procedure
used to assemble the biobarrier produced a repeatable
successful breach upon activation of the burn wire.
The pump diaphragms and internal valves were
exchanged for silicone replacements to allow lower
temperature operation of the pump and reduce the risk
of rupture under low temperature. The pump was found
to operate successfully at -10°C.
The in-line flow indicator used does not provide a
measurement of flowrate. Ideally a mass flowmeter
able to operate at low fluid density and temperatures is
required. As this is beyond the budget of the project a
calibration curve of pressure versus flowrate was generated as an alternative. Knowledge of the atmospheric
pressure, using the on-board pressure indicator, at particular altitudes will allow for an estimate of the
flowrate though the filters given this curve. The curve
was generated by measuring the volume of gas displaced by the pump over a particular time period at
different vacuum levels.
The validated flowrate per pump is approximately
32 l/min at ground conditions and the performance of
the pump is seen to degrade at higher vacuum levels.
The Open University vacuum chamber was used to
test the functionality of the fully assembled experiment
under combined low temperature and low pressure
simulation of the ascent and float phases. The experiment was enveloped within a liquid nitrogen cooled
copper shroud. The simulated ascent (performed for the
worst case scenario of no internal heating capability)
showed that the lowest temperature the experiment is
expected to reach is -10°C before full operation commences.
Testing within this chamber also confirmed the capability of the biobarrier burn mechanism, opening of
the inlet valves, the cold start operation of the pumps
and positive indication of flow via the flow indicator.
VII. Conclusion
CASS•E has undergone AIT guided by space industry standard PP&CC protocols and category IVb COSPAR requirements.
The design is such that ground contamination is
completely prevented prior to sampling, by breaching
the bio-barrier only when the balloon reaches Stratospheric altitude. Further, the sterile zone is re-sealed at
the Stratospheric altitude using a fail-close valve, preventing contamination during descent and landing.
Due to time and budget constraints, the experiment had
to be designed with COTS components. The design
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presented is therefore not optimised with respected to
mass or volume.
Components have been vacuum and thermal tested,
both individually and in the fully integrated experiment, to confirm operational capability at the expected
flight atmospheric conditions.
The experiment is fully constructed and ready for
launch in October 2010.
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